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Abstract

In this article, we initiate a geometric study of graph braid groups. More precisely, by
applying the formalism of special colorings introduced in a previous article, we determine
precisely when a graph braid group is Gromov-hyperbolic, toral relatively hyperbolic, and
acylindrically hyperbolic.
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1 Introduction
Given a topological space X and an integer n ≥ 1, the configuration space of n points
in X is

Cn(X) = {(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Xn | for every i 6= j, xi 6= xj}.

So a point in Cn(X) is the data of n ordered and pairwise distinct points in X. The
corresponding configuration space of unordered collections of points is the quotient
UCn(X) = Cn(X)/Sn where the symmetric group Sn acts by permuting the coor-
dinates. Given an initial configuration ∗ ∈ UCn(X), the braid group Bn(X, ∗) is the
fundamental group of UCn(X) based at ∗. Basically, it is the group of trajectories of n
points in X, starting and ending at ∗ (not necessarily in the same order), up to isotopy.
Most of the time, if X is “sufficiently connected”, the braid group does not depend on
the basepoint ∗ (up to isomorphism), and by abuse of notation we denote by Bn(X) the
braid group.

The most famous braid groups are the braid groups over a disk, introduced and stud-
ied by Artin. We refer to the survey [BB05] and references therein for more information
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on these groups and their links with other areas of mathematics. It is worth noticing
that braid groups over n-dimensional manifolds are trivial when n ≥ 3. Consequently, it
is natural to focus on one- and two-dimensional spaces, justifying the interest in graph
braid groups and surface braid groups. In this article, we are interested in graph braid
groups and we refer to the survey [GJP15] for more information on surface braid groups.

Graph braid groups seem to have been introduced for the first time in group theory
in [Abr00]. (Although topology of configuration spaces on graphs were studied before.)
So far, the main problems which have been considered are: the links between graph braid
groups and right-angled Artin groups [CW04, CD14, KKP12, Sab07, FS08]; computing
presentations of graph braid groups [FS12, Kur12]; (co)homological properties of graph
braid groups [KP12, KKP12, FS08]. However, their geometry remains essentially un-
known. Our goal is to initiate a geometric study of graph braid groups by applying the
formalism introduced in [Gen17a] in order to investigate their negatively-curved prop-
erties. More precisely, we are interested in Gromov-hyperbolicity, relative hyperbolicity
(see [Osi06, Hru10] for more information), and acylindrical hyperbolicity (see [Osi16] for
more information).

First of all, we are able to determine precisely when a graph braid group is hyperbolic
(as defined by Gromov). More precisely, we obtain the following characterisation:

Theorem 1.1. Let Γ be a compact and connected one-dimensional CW-complex.

• The braid group B2(Γ) is hyperbolic if and only if Γ does not contain a pair of
disjoint induced cycles.

• The braid group B3(Γ) is hyperbolic if and only if Γ is a tree, or a sun graph, or
a rose graph, or a pulsar graph.

• For every n ≥ 4, the braid group Bn(Γ) is hyperbolic if and only if Γ is a rose
graph.

Interestingly, the graph braid group of a rose graph turns out to be free, so that the
(cohomologic or asymptotic) dimension of a hyperbolic graph braid group must be at
most three. Finding non-free hyperbolic graph braid groups is an interesting problem;
see Problem 5.2 and its related discussion.

Next, we are able to show that essentially all braid groups are acylindrically hy-
perbolic. Roughly speaking, a graph braid group (which is not cyclic) is acylindrically
hyperbolic if and only if the corresponding graph is connected. For the implication, see
Lemma 3.5 and the observation which follows; for the converse, we prove:

Theorem 1.2. Let Γ be a connected compact one-dimensional CW-complex and n ≥ 2
an integer. The braid group Bn(Γ) is either cyclic or acylindrically hyperbolic.

Finally, we turn to the relative hyperbolicity of graph braid groups. Our main result
in this direction is the characterisation of graph braid groups which are toral relatively
hyperbolic, i.e., hyperbolic relative to free abelian subgroups.

Theorem 1.3. Let Γ be a connected compact one-dimensional CW-complex.

• The braid group B2(Γ) is hyperbolic relative to abelian subgroups if and only if Γ
does not contain an induced cycle which is disjoint from two other induced cycles.

• The braid group B3(Γ) is hyperbolic relative to abelian subgroups if and only if Γ
does not contain an induced cycle disjoint from two other induced cycles; nor a
vertex of degree at least four disjoint from an induced cycle; nor a segment between
two vertices of degree three which is disjoint from an induced cycle; nor a vertex
of degree three which is disjoint from two induced cycles; nor two disjoint induced
cycles one of those containing a vertex of degree three.
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• The braid group B4(Γ) is hyperbolic relative to abelian subgroups if and only if Γ is
a rose graph, or a segment linking two vertices of degree three, or a cycle containing
two vertices of degree three, or two cycles glued along a non-trivial segment.

• For every n ≥ 5, the braid group Bn(Γ) is hyperbolic relative to abelian subgroups
if and only if Γ is a rose graph. If so, Bn(Γ) is a free group.

Interestingly, it follows that the (asymptotic or cohomologic) dimension of a graph
braid group which is hyperbolic relative to abelian subgroups must be at most four; in
particular, such a group cannot contain Z5 as a subgroup.

The problem of charaterising relatively hyperbolic graph braid groups seems to be
much more difficult in full generality, and we were not able to solve it. Nevertheless,
we prove the following sufficient criterion for braid groups on graphs with two particles.
(For a description of the associated peripheral subgroups, see the more precise statement
of Theorem 4.28 in Section 4.3.)

Theorem 1.4. Let Γ be a connected compact one-dimensional CW-complex, and let G
be a collection of subgraphs of Γ satisfying the following conditions:

• every pair of disjoint simple cycles of Γ is contained in some Λ ∈ G;

• for every distinct Λ1,Λ2 ∈ G, the intersection Λ1∩Λ2 is either empty or a disjoint
union of segments;

• if γ is a reduced path between two vertices of some Λ ∈ G which is disjoint from
some cycle of Λ, then γ ⊂ Λ.

If G is a collection of proper subgraphs, then B2(Γ) is relatively hyperbolic.

In all our discussion dedicated to graph braid groups, we illustrate our criteria by
giving concrete examples. Also, we leave several open questions which we think to be
of interest in Section 5.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Special cube complexes

A cube complex is a CW-complex constructed by gluing together cubes of arbitrary
(finite) dimension by isometries along their faces. Furthermore, it is nonpositively curved
if the link of any of its vertices is a simplicial flag complex (i.e., n + 1 vertices span a
n-simplex if and only if they are pairwise adjacent), and CAT(0) if it is nonpositively
curved and simply connected. See [BH99, page 111] for more information.

A fundamental feature of cube complexes is the notion of hyperplane. Let X be a
nonpositively curved cube complex. Formally, a hyperplane J is an equivalence class
of edges, where two edges e and f are equivalent whenever there exists a sequence of
edges e = e0, e1, . . . , en−1, en = f where ei and ei+1 are parallel sides of some square in
X. Notice that a hyperplane is uniquely determined by one of its edges, so if e ∈ J we
say that J is the hyperplane dual to e. Geometrically, a hyperplane J is rather thought
of as the union of the midcubes transverse to the edges belonging to J . See Figure 2.
Similarly, one may define oriented hyperplanes as classes of oriented edges. If J is the
hyperplane dual to an edge e and if we fix an orientation ~e, we will note ~J the oriented
hyperplane dual to ~e. It may be thought of as an orientation of J , and we will note − ~J
the opposite orientation of J .
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Figure 1: A hyperplane (in red) and its geometric realisation (in green).

Definition 2.1. Let X be a cube complex. The crossing graph ∆X is the graph whose
vertices are the hyperplanes of X and whose edges link two transverse hyperplane.
Similarly, the oriented crossing graph ~∆X is the graph whose vertices are the oriented
hyperplanes of X and whose edges link two oriented hyperplanes whenever their under-
lying unordered hyperplanes are transverse.

Roughly speaking, special cube complexes are nonpositively-curved cube complexes which
do not contain “pathological configurations” of hyperplanes. Let us define precisely what
these configurations are.

Definition 2.2. Let J be a hyperplane with a fixed orientation ~J . We say that J is:

• 2-sided if ~J 6= − ~J ,

• self-intersecting if there exist two edges dual to J which are non-parallel sides of
some square,

• self-osculating if there exist two oriented edges dual to ~J with the same initial
points or the same terminal points, but which do not belong to a same square.

Moreover, if H is another hyperplane, then J and H are:

• transverse if there exist two edges dual to J and H respectively which are non-
parallel sides of some square,

• inter-osculating if they are transverse, and if there exist two edges dual to J and
H respectively with one common endpoint, but which do not belong to a same
square.

Sometimes, one refers 1-sided, self-intersecting, self-osculating and inter-osculating hy-
perplanes as pathological configurations of hyperplanes. The last three configurations
are illustrated on Figure 2.

Definition 2.3. A special cube complex is a nonpositively curved cube complex whose
hyperplanes are two-sided and which does not contain self-intersecting, self-osculating
or inter-osculating hyperplanes. A group which can be described as the fundamental
group of a compact special cube complex is special. A virtually special group is a group
which contains a finite-index subgroup which is cocompact special.

We emphasize that, in this article, a special group is the fundamental group of a compact
special cube complex. To avoid ambiguity with fundamental groups of not necessarily
compact special cube complexes, they are sometimes referred to as cocompact special
groups in the literature.
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Figure 2: From left to right: self-intersection, self-osculation, inter-osculation.

2.2 Homotopy in cube complexes

Let X be a cube complex (not necessarily nonpositively-curved). For us, a path in X is
the data of a sequence of successively adjacent edges. What we want to understand is
when two such paths are homotopic (with fixed endpoints). For this purpose, we need
to introduce the following elementary transformations. One says that:

• a path γ ⊂ X contains a backtrack if the word of oriented edges read along γ
contains a subword ee−1 for some oriented edge e;

• a path γ′ ⊂ X is obtained from another path γ ⊂ X by flipping a square if the
word of oriented edges read along γ′ can be obtained from the corresponding word
of γ by replacing a subword e1e2 with e′2e′1 where e′1, e′2 are opposite oriented edges
of e1, e2 respectively in some square of X.

We claim that these elementary transformations are sufficient to determine whether or
not two paths are homotopic. More precisely:

Proposition 2.4. Let X be a cube complex and γ, γ′ ⊂ X two paths with the same
endpoints. The paths γ, γ′ are homotopic (with fixed endpoints) if and only if γ′ can be
obtained from γ by removing or adding backtracks and flipping squares.

This statement follows from the fact that flipping squares provide the relations of the
fundamental groupoid of X; see [Bro06, Statement 9.1.6] for more details.

2.3 Special colorings

In this section, we review the formalism introduced in [Gen17a]. Our central definition
is the following:

Definition 2.5. Let X be a cube complex. A special coloring (∆, φ) is the data of a
graph ∆ and a coloring map

φ : V
(
~∆X

)
→ V (∆) t V (∆)−1

satisfying the following conditions:

• for every oriented hyperplane J , the equality φ(J−1) = φ(J)−1 holds;

• two transverse oriented hyperplanes have adjacent colors;

• no two oriented hyperplanes adjacent to a given vertex have the same color;

• two oriented edges with same origin whose dual oriented hyperplanes have adjacent
colors must generate a square.
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Figure 3: Example of a special coloring.

See Figure 3 for an example. Essentially, a cube complex admits a special coloring if
and only if it is special. We refer to [Gen17a, Lemma 3.2] for a precise statement and a
sketch of proof.

From now on, we fix a (not necessarily compact) special cube complex X endowed with
a special coloring (∆, φ).

Given a vertex x0 ∈ X, a word w = J1 · · · Jr, where J1, . . . , Jr ∈ V (∆) t V (∆)−1

are colors, is x0-legal if there exists a path γ in X starting from x0 such that the
oriented hyperplanes it crosses have colors J1, . . . , Jr respectively. We say that the path
γ represents the word w.

Fact 2.6. [Gen17a, Fact 3.3] An x0-legal word is represented by a unique path in X.

The previous fact allows us to define the terminus of an x0-legal word w, denoted by
t(w), as the ending point of the unique path representing w.

Set L(X) = {x-legal words | x ∈ X} the set of all legal words. (If x1, x2 ∈ X are
two distinct points, we consider the empty x1-legal and x2-legal words as distinct.) We
consider the equivalence relation ∼ on L(X) generated by the following transformations:

(cancellation) if a legal word contains JJ−1 or J−1J , remove this subword;

(insertion) given a color J , insert JJ−1 or J−1J as a subword of a legal word;

(commutation) if a legal word contains J1J2 where J1, J2 are two adjacent colors,
replace this subword with J2J1.

So two x-legal words w1, w2 are equivalent with respect to ∼ if there exists a sequence
of x-legal words

m1 = w1, m2, . . . ,mr−1, mr = w2

such that mi+1 is obtained from mi by a cancellation, an insertion or a commutation
for every 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1. Define D(X) = L(X)/ ∼ as a set of diagrams. The following
observation allows us (in particular) to define the terminus of a diagram as the terminus
of one of the legal words representing it.

Fact 2.7. [Gen17a, Fact 3.4] Let w′ be an x0-legal word obtained from another x0-legal
word w by a cancellation / an insertion / a commutation. If γ′, γ are paths representing
w′, w respectively, then γ′ is obtained from γ by removing a backtrack / adding a backtrack
/ flipping a square.

In the sequel, an (x, y)-diagram will refer to a diagram represented by an x-legal word
with terminus y, or just an (x, ∗)-diagram if we do not want to specify its terminus. A
diagram which is an (x, x)-diagram for some x ∈ X is spherical.
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L(X) ↔ paths in X (Fact 2.6)
∼ ↔ homotopy with fixed endpoints (Fact 2.7, Proposition 2.4)

If w is an x0-legal word and w′ a t(w)-legal word, we define the concatenation w ·w′ as
the word ww′, which is x0-legal since it is represented by the concatenation γγ′ where
γ, γ′ represent respectively w,w′. Because we have the natural identifications
it follows that the concatenation in L(X) induces a well-defined operation in D(X),
making D(X) isomorphic to the fundamental groupoid of X. As a consequence, if we
denote by M(X) the Cayley graph of the groupoid D(X) with respect to the generating
set V (∆)t V (∆)−1, and, for every x ∈ X, M(X,x) the connected component of M(X)
containing the trivial path ε(x) based at x, and D(X,x) the vertex-group of D(X) based
at ε(x), then the previous identifications induce the identifications

D(X) ↔ fundamental groupoid of X
D(X,x) ↔ π1(X,x)
M(X,x) ↔ universal cover X̃(1)

More explicitly, D(X,x) is the group of (x, x)-diagrams endowed with the concatenation,
and M(X,x) is the graph whose vertices are the (x, ∗)-diagrams and whose edges link
two diagrams w1 and w2 if there exists some color J such that w2 = w1J .

A more precise description of the identification between M(X,x) and X̃(1) is the follow-
ing:

M(X,x)←→
(
X̃, x̃

)
(x, ∗)-diagram represented

by an x-legal word w 7→ path γ ⊂ X
representing w 7→ lift γ̃ ⊂ X̃ of γ

starting from x̃
7→ ending

point of γ̃

(x, ∗)-diagram represented by the
x-legal word corresponding to γ ← [ image

γ ⊂ X of γ ←[ path γ̃ ⊂ X̃
from x̃ to y ←[ y

It worth noticing that, if we color the oriented edges of X as their dual hyperplanes,
then the (oriented) edges of X̃ are naturally labelled by colors and vertices of ∆, just
by considering their images in X. A consequence of the previous paragraph is that the
generator labelling a given oriented edge of M(X,x) is the same as the color labelling
the corresponding edge of X̃.

A diagram may be represented by several legal words. Such a word is reduced if it has
minimal length, i.e., it cannot be shortened by applying a sequence of cancellations,
insertions and commutation. It is worth noticing that, in general, a diagram is not
represented by a unique reduced legal word, but two such reduced words differ only by
some commutations. (For instance, consider the homotopically trivial loop defined by
the paths representing two of our reduced legal words, consider a disc diagram of minimal
area bounded by this loop, and follow the proof of [Sag95, Theorem 4.6]. Alternatively,
use the embedding constructed in [Gen17a, Section 4.1] (which does not use the present
discussion) and conclude by applying the analogous statement which holds in right-
angled Artin groups.) As a consequence, we can define the length of a diagram as the
length of any reduced legal word representing it. It is worth noticing that our length
coincides with the length which is associated to the generating set V (∆) t V (∆)−1 in
the groupoid D(X). The next lemma follows from this observation.

Lemma 2.8. Let D1, D2 ∈ M(X,x) be two (x, ∗)-diagrams. If J1 · · · Jn is a reduced
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legal word representing D−1
1 D2, then

D1, D1J1, D1J1J2, . . . , D1J1 · · · Jn

is a geodesic from D1 to D2 in M(X,x). Conversely, any geodesic between D1 and D2
arises in this way.

Essentially by construction, one has:

Fact 2.9. [Gen17a, Fact 4.3] Let X be a special cube complex, x ∈ X a basepoint and
(φ,∆) a special coloring of X. Two x-legal words of colors are equal in D(X,x) if and
only if they are equal in the right-angled Artin group A(∆).

As an immediate consequence:

Theorem 2.10. [Gen17a, Theorem 4.1] Let X be a special cube complex and x ∈ X a
basepoint. If (φ,∆) is a special coloring of X, then the canonical map D(X,x)→ A(∆)
induces an injective morphism. In particular, the fundamental group of X embeds into
the right-angled Artin group A(∆).

Let us also record the next lemma for future use.

Lemma 2.11. [Gen17a, Lemma 4.2] If w′ is a word obtained from an x-legal word w
by a commutation or a cancellation, then w′ is again an x-legal word.

3 Graph braid groups and their cubical geometry
This first section is dedicated to basic definitions and properties of graph braid groups,
essentially following [Abr00], and to their cubical geometry.

Definition 3.1. Let Γ be a one-dimensional CW-complex and n ≥ 1 an integer.
The topological configuration space of n points in Γ is Ctop

n (Γ) = Γn/D where D =
{(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Γn | xi = xj for some i 6= j}. The nth pure braid group of Γ based at ∗,
denoted by Pn(Γ, ∗), is the fundamental group of Ctop

n (Γ) based at ∗. The symmetric
group Sn acts freely on Ctop

n (Γ) by permuting the coordinates. Let UCtop
n (Γ) denote

the quotient Ctop
n (Γ)/Sn. The nth braid group of Γ based at ∗, denoted by Bn(Γ, ∗), is

the fundamental group of UCtop
n (Γ) based at ∗.

A path in Ctop
n (Γ) or in UCtop

n (Γ) can be thought of as moving continuously and without
collision n particles in Γ. It may be interesting to move the particles discretely, i.e., from
a vertex to an adjacent vertex, in order to get a combinatorial model of the configuration
space. More precisely:

Definition 3.2. Let Γ be a one-dimensional CW-complex and n ≥ 1 an integer. The
combinatorial configuration space of n points in Γ, denoted by Cn(Γ), is the subcomplex
of Γn containing all the cubes σ1× · · ·×σn (where the σi’s are one-cells of Γ) such that,
for every distinct 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, σi and σj do not share an endpoint. The symmetric
group Sn acts freely on Cn(Γ) by permuting the coordinates. Let UCn(Γ) denote the
quotient Cn(Γ)/Sn.

It is worth noticing that UCtop
n (Γ) depends only on the topological type of Γ whereas

UCn(Γ) depends heavily on the CW-structure of Γ. For instance, if Γ is a circle with
two vertices, then UCtop

2 (Γ) is an annulus whereas UC2(Γ) is a single vertex. However,
it was proved in [Abr00, PS14] that UCtop

n (Γ) and UCn(Γ) have the same homotopy
type if the “arcs” of Γ are sufficiently subdivided. More precisely:
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Proposition 3.3 ([PS14]). Let n ≥ 1 be an integer and Γ a one-dimensional CW-
complex with at least n vertices. If

• each edge-path in Γ connecting distinct vertices of degree at least three has length
at least n− 1;

• each homotopically non-trivial edge-path connecting a vertex to itself has length at
least n+ 1,

then UCtop
n (Γ) deformation retracts onto UCn(Γ).

An equivalent, but more direct, description of the cube complex UCn(Γ) is the following:

• the vertices of UCn(Γ) are the subsets of Γ(0) of cardinality n;

• the edges of UCn(Γ) link two subsets S1 and S2 if the symmetric difference S1∆S2
is a pair of adjacent vertices (so an edge of UCn(Γ) is naturally labelled by a
one-cell of Γ);

• n edges sharing a common endpoint generate an n-cube if the one-cells labelling
them are pairwise disjoint.

This description implies easily that the link of every vertex of UCn(Γ) is a simplicial
flag complex, which implies, as noticed in [Abr00], that

Proposition 3.4. Let n ≥ 1 be an integer and Γ a one-dimensional CW-complex con-
taining more than n vertices. Then UCn(Γ) is a disjoint union of nonpositively-curved
cube complex.

Given a one-dimensional CW-complex Γ and an integer n ≥ 1, we need to fix a basepoint
in UCn(Γ), i.e., a subset S ⊂ Γ(0) of cardinality n, in order to define a graph braid group
Bn(Γ, S). However, up to isomorphism, our group depends only on the number vertices
that S contains in each connected components of Γ. Indeed, if R is another subset of
Γ(0) of cardinality n such that |R ∩Λ| = |S ∩Λ| for every connected component Λ of Γ,
then R and S belong to the same connected component of UCn(Γ), so that Bn(Γ, S) and
Bn(Γ, R) turn out to be isomorphic. As a consequence, if Γ is connected, the choice of
the basepoint does not matter, so that the graph braid group can be simply denoted by
Bn(Γ). In fact, according to our next lemma, one can always assume that Γ is connected.

Lemma 3.5. Let Γ be a one-dimensional CW-complex, n ≥ 2 an integer and S ∈
UCn(Γ) an initial configuration. Suppose that Γ = Γ1tΓ2. If our initial configuration S
has p particles in Γ1 and q particles in Γ2, then Bn(Γ, S) ' Bp(Γ1, S∩Γ1)×Bq(Γ2, S∩Γ2).

Proof. According to Proposition 3.3, up to subdividing Γ, we may suppose without loss
of generality that the graph braid groups Bn(Γ, S), Bp(Γ1, S ∩ Γ1) and Bq(Γ2, S ∩ Γ2)
are respectively isomorphic to the fundamental groups of UCn(Γ, S), UCp(Γ1, S ∩ Γ1)
and UCq(Γ2, S ∩ Γ2). Notice that the isomorphism UCn(Γ) →

n⊔
k=0

UCk(Γ1)× UCn−k(Γ2)

R 7→ (R ∩ Γ1, R ∩ Γ2)

sends UCn(Γ, S) to UCp(Γ1, S ∩ Γ1)× UCq(Γ2, S ∩ Γ2). Hence the isomorphisms

Bn(Γ, S) = π1(UCn(Γ), S) ' π1(UCp(Γ1)× UCq(Γ2), S)

' Bp(Γ1, S ∩ Γ1)×Bq(Γ2, S ∩ Γ2)

which concludes our proof.
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As a consequence of the previous lemma, since hyperbolic groups, and more generally
acylindrically hyperbolic groups, do not split as direct products of infinite groups, one
can always suppose that our one-dimensional CW-complex is connected when studying
these kinds of groups.

Now, let us focus on the hyperplanes of UCn(Γ). It is worth noticing that an oriented
edge E of UCn(Γ) is uniquely determined by the data of an oriented edge e of Γ together
with a subset S of Γ(0) of cardinality n such that o(e) ∈ S but t(e) /∈ S: the edge E links
S to (S\{o(e)})∪{t(e)}. For every such edge (e, S), we denote by [e, S] the hyperplanes
dual to it.

Lemma 3.6. Two oriented edges (e1, S1) and (e2, S2) of UCn(Γ) are dual to the same
oriented hyperplane if and only if e1 = e2 and S1\{o(e1)}, S2\{o(e2)} belong to the same
connected component of Cn−1(Γ\e).

Proof. Suppose that (e1, S1) and (e2, S2) are dual to the same oriented hyperplane. So
there exists a sequence of oriented edges

(ε1,Σ1) = (e1, S1), (ε2,Σ2), . . . , (εn−1,Σn−1), (εn,Σn) = (e2, S2)

such that, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, the edges (εi,Σi) and (εi+1,Σi+1) are parallel in
some square Qi; let (ηi,Σi) denote the edge of Qi which is adjacent to (εi,Σi) and
which contains the starting of (εi,Σi), i.e., Σi. From the definition of the squares in
Cn(Γ), it follows that εi = εi+1, εi ∩ ηi = ∅ and Σi+1 = (Σi\{o(ηi)}) ∪ {t(ηi)} for every
1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1. Therefore, the equalities

e1 = ε1 = ε2 = · · · εn−1 = εn = e2

hold, and the sequence

S1\{o(e1)} = Σ1\{o(ε1)}, Σ2\{o(ε2)}, . . . ,Σn\{o(εn)} = S2\{o(e2)}

defines a path in Cn−1(Γ\e).

Conversely, let e be an oriented edge of Γ and S1, S2 two vertices of Cn−1(Γ\e) which
belong to the same connected component. So there exists a path

Σ1 = S1, Σ2, . . . ,Σn−1, Σn = S2

in Cn−1(Γ\e). For every 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, there exists an edge ηi disjoint from e such that
(ηi,Σi) links Σi to Σi+1; notice that, since ηi and e are disjoint, the edges (e,Σi∪{o(e)})
and (ηi,Σi∪{o(e)}) generate a square in Cn(Γ), such that (e,Σi+1∪{o(e)}) is the opposite
edge of (e,Σi ∪ {o(e)}) in that square. From the sequence

(e,Σ1∪{o(e)}) = (e, S1∪{o(e)}), (e,Σ2∪{o(e)}), . . . , (e,Σn∪{o(e)}) = (e, S2∪{o(e)}),

it follows that the oriented edges (e, S1 ∪ {o(e)}) and (e, S2 ∪ {o(e)}) of Cn(Γ) are dual
to the same oriented hyperplane, concluding the proof.

Now, we are ready to define a special coloring of UCn(Γ). For that purpose, we denote
by ∆ the graph whose vertices are the edges of Γ and whose edges link two disjoint edges
of Γ, and we fix an orientation of the edges of Γ in order to identify the set of oriented
edges of Γ with E(Γ) t E(Γ)−1.

Proposition 3.7. Let Γ be a one-dimensional CW-complex and n ≥ 1 an integer. If φ
denotes the map [e, S] 7→ e, then (∆, φ) is a special coloring of UCn(Γ).
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Proof. The first point of Definition 2.5 is clear from the construction of φ. The other
three points are also satisfied according the following observations.

• If two hyperplanes are transverse, they must cross inside some square. Since two
adjacent edges of Cn(Γ) which generate a square must be labelled by disjoint edges,
it follows that the images of our two hyperplanes under φ are adjacent in ∆.

• It is clear that two distinct edges of Cn(Γ) starting from a common vertex must
be labelled by different oriented edges of Γ. A fortiori, two oriented hyperplanes
adjacent to a given vertex have different images under φ.

• Consider two oriented edges of Cn(Γ) starting from a common vertex such that
the images under φ of the dual hyperplanes are adjacent in ∆. This means that
the edges of Γ labelling our two edges of Cn(Γ) are disjoint. From the definition
of Cn(Γ), it follows that our edges generate a square.

This concludes the proof of our proposition.

Remark 3.8. Following the proof of [Gen17a, Lemma 3.2], the combination of Propo-
sitions 3.4 and 3.7 provides an easy proof of the fact that UCn(Γ) is a disjoint union of
special cube complexes, as noticed in [CW04].

Fixing a basepoint S ∈ UCn(Γ), we deduce from Section 2.3 the following description
of the universal cover Xn(Γ, S) of the connected component of UCn(Γ) containing S,
which we denote by UCn(Γ, S).

A word of oriented edges e1 · · · en is S-legal if, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we have

o(ei) ∈ (S\{o(e1), . . . , o(ei−1}) ∪ {t(e1), . . . , t(ei−1)}

but
t(ei) /∈ (S\{o(e1), . . . , o(ei−1}) ∪ {t(e1), . . . , t(ei−1)}.

The picture to keep in mind is the following. Start with the configuration S. The
oriented edge e1 acts on S by moving the particle of S at o(e1) to t(e1). Next, apply e2
to this new configuration, and so on. The word e1 · · · en is S-legal if all these operations
are well-defined. The terminus of such a word is the final configuration we get. In
this context, a cancellation amounts to removing a backtrack in the movement of one
particle; an insertion adds such a backtrack; and a commutation switch the order of
two independent moves. Therefore, an (S1, S2)-diagram can be thought of as n particles
moving discretely in Γ without colliding, from a configuration S1 to a configuration S2,
up to the previous operations.

The one-skeleton of Xn(Γ, S) can be identified with the graph whose vertices are the
(S, ∗)-diagrams and whose edges link two diagrams if one can be obtained from the other
by right-multiplying by an oriented edge of Γ. Moreover, the braid group Bn(Γ, S) can
be identified with the set of (S, S)-diagrams endowed with the concatenation.

As a direct consequence of Theorem 2.10 and Proposition 3.7, we are able to recover
[CW04, Theorem 2].

Proposition 3.9. Let Γ be one-dimensional CW-complex, n ≥ 1 an integer and S ∈
UCn(Γ) a basepoint. The braid group Bn(Γ, S) embeds into the right-angled Artin group
A(∆).

It is worth noticing that the graph ∆ does not coincide with the crossing graph of
the cube complex UCn(Γ), so that the previous embedding is different from the usual
embedding one gets for special groups. In other words, a hyperplane [e, S] of UCn(Γ) is

11



Figure 4: Two distinct hyperplanes labelled by the same oriented edge.

not uniquely determined by the oriented edge e of Γ. Figure 4 provides a one-dimensional
CW-complex Γ, an oriented edge of Γ, and two configurations S1 and S2, so that the
hyperplanes [e, S1] and [e, S2] are distinct.

We conclude this section with an elementary observation about embeddings between
graph braid groups. See also Question 5.1.

Proposition 3.10. Let Γ be a connected one-dimensional CW-complex and n ≥ 1 an
integer. If Λ is a connected induced subgraph of Γ, then Bn(Λ) embeds into Bn(Γ).
Moreover, if Λ is a proper subgraph, then Bm(Λ) embeds into Bn(Γ) for every m ≤ n.

Proof. Fix an initial configuration S ∈ UCn(Γ) which is included in Λ, and consider the
obvious map UCn(Λ, S) → UCn(Γ, S). By applying [CW04, Theorem 1(2)], it follows
that this map is a local isometry. Because a local isometry between nonpositively-curved
cube complexes turns out to be π1-injective, we conclude that Bn(Λ) embeds into Bn(Γ).

Now, suppose that Λ ⊂ Γ is a proper subgraph and fix some integer m ≤ n. Up
to subdividing Γ, which does not affect the corresponding braid group according to
Proposition 3.3, we may suppose without loss of generality that Γ contains at least
n − m vertices which do not belong to Λ. Fix an initial configuration S ∈ UCn(Γ)
satisfying #S ∩ Λ = m. As above, apply [CW04, Theorem 1(2)] to show that the
obvious map UCm(Λ, S ∩ Λ) → UCn(Γ, S) is a local isometry. A fortiori, the braid
group Bm(Λ) embeds into Bn(Γ).

4 Properties of negative curvature

4.1 Gromov hyperbolicity

This section is dedicated to the characterisation of hyperbolic graph braid groups. We
begin by introducing several classes of graphs.

• A sun graph is a graph obtained from a cycle by gluing rays to some vertices.

• A rose graph is a graph obtained by gluing cycles and rays along a single vertex.

• A pulsar graph is a graph obtained by gluing cycles along a fixed segment (not
reduced to a single vertex) and rays to the endpoints of this segment.

See Figure 5 for examples. We allow degenerate situations; for instance, a single cycle
belongs to our three families of graphs. Our characterisation is the following:

Theorem 4.1. Let Γ be a compact and connected one-dimensional CW-complex.

• The braid group B2(Γ) is hyperbolic if and only if Γ does not contain a pair of
disjoint induced cycles.

12



Figure 5: From left to right: a sun graph, a rose graph, a pulsar graph.

• The braid group B3(Γ) is hyperbolic if and only if Γ is a tree, or a sun graph, or
a rose graph, or a pulsar graph.

• For every n ≥ 4, the braid group Bn(Γ) is hyperbolic if and only if Γ is a rose
graph.

The proof of Theorem 4.1 is based on [Gen17a] which shows that the fundamental group
of a special cube complex is hyperbolic if and only if it does not contain Z2 as a subgroup.
More precisely, we will use the following statement [Gen17a, Fact 4.11].

Lemma 4.2. Let X be a cube complex and (∆, φ) a special coloring. If π1(X) is not
hyperbolic, then there exist two commuting spherical diagrams J1 · · · Jn and H1 · · ·Hm

such that Ji and Hj are adjacent colors for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n and every 1 ≤ j ≤ m.

Our second preliminary lemma determines when a graph braid group is trivial.

Lemma 4.3. Let Γ be a one-dimensional CW-complex.

• For every S ∈ UC1(Γ), the braid group B1(Γ, S) is non-trivial if and only if the
connected component of Γ containing S also contains an induced cycle.

• For every n ≥ 2 and every S ∈ UCn(Γ), the braid group Bn(Γ, S) is non-trivial
if and only if Γ contains a connected component intersecting S which contains an
induced cycle, or a connected component whose intersection with S has cardinality
at least two and which contains a vertex of degree at least three. Alternatively,
Bn(Γ, S) is trivial if and only if the connected components of Γ whose intersections
with S have cardinality one are trees, and those whose intersections with S have
cardinality at least two are segments.

Proof. The first assertion follows from the observation that the braid group B1(Γ, S) is
isomorphic to the fundamental group of the connected component of Γ containing S.
Next, fix some n ≥ 2. Write Γ as

A1 t · · · tAp tB1 t · · · tBq t C1 t · · · t Cr

where the Ai’s are the connected components of Γ whose intersections with S have
cardinality one, where the Bi’s are the connected components of Γ whose intersections
with S have cardinality at least two, and where the Ci’s are the connected components
of Γ which are disjoint from S. As a consequence of Lemma 3.5, it is sufficient to show
that, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ p and every 1 ≤ j ≤ q, the braid groups B1(Ai) and Bk(Bj),
where k ≥ 2, are trivial if and only if Ai is a tree and Bj is a segment. It is a consequence
of the following facts.

Fact 4.4. For every connected one-dimensional CW-complex Γ, the braid group B1(Γ)
is trivial if and only if Γ is a tree.
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Figure 6

Our fact follows directly from the observation that B1(Γ) is isomorphic to the funda-
mental group of Γ.

Fact 4.5. Let Γ be a connected one-dimensional CW-complex and n ≥ 2 an integer.
The braid group Bn(Γ) is trivial if and only if Γ is a segment.

Suppose that Γ is not a segment. Then it must contain either an induced cycle or
a vertex of degree at least three. If Γ contains a cycle, either Γ is itself a cycle, so
that Bn(Γ) must be infinite cyclic, or Γ contains a proper cycle C, so that it follows
from Proposition 3.10 that B1(C) ' Z embeds into Bn(Γ). So, in this case, Bn(Γ) is
not trivial. Next, if Γ contains a vertex of degree at least three, up to subdividing Γ
(which does not modify the corresponding braid group according to Proposition 3.3),
one can apply Proposition 3.10 to deduce that B2(T ) embeds into Bn(Γ), where is as
in Figure 6. Notice that ca−1bc−1ab−1 is a non-trivial element of B2(T ), so that Bn(Γ)
must be non-trivial.

Conversely, we leave as an exercise to show that the braid groups of a segment are
trivial.

We are now ready to prove Theorem 4.1.

Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let n ≥ 2 be an integer. For convenience, we fix an initial
configuration S ∈ UCn(Γ).

Suppose that Bn(Γ, S) is not hyperbolic. By applying Lemma 4.2, we find two spherical
diagrams e1 · · · ep, ε1 · · · εq ∈ D(UCn(Γ), S′), for some S′ ∈ UCn(Γ, S), such that ei∩εj =
∅ for every 1 ≤ i ≤ p and 1 ≤ j ≤ q. As a consequence, the subgraphs Λ1 = e1 ∪ · · · ∪ ep

and Λ2 = ε1 ∪ · · · ∪ εq are disjoint. Setting S1 = S′ ∩ Λ1 (resp. S2 = S′ ∩ Λ2),
notice that e1 · · · ep (resp. ε1 · · · εq) belongs to D(Cr(Λ1), S1) (resp. D(Cs(Λ2), S2)),
where r (resp. s) denotes the cardinality of S1 (resp. S2). Thus, we have found a
configuration S′ = S1 t S2 ∈ Cn(Γ, S), where S1, S2 have cardinalities r, s respectively,
and two subgraphs Λ1,Λ2 ⊂ Γ containing S1, S2 respectively, such that Br(Λ1, S1) and
Bs(Λ2, S2) are non-trivial.

Conversely, if there exist a configuration S′ = S1 t S2 ∈ Cn(Γ, S), where S1, S2 have
cardinalities r, s respectively, and two subgraphs Λ1,Λ2 ⊂ Γ containing S1, S2 respec-
tively, such that Br(Λ1, S1) and Bs(Λ2, S2) are non-trivial, then Bn(Γ) must contain
a subgroup isomorphic to Z2. Indeed, the subgroup of Bn(Γ) generated by Br(Λ1, S1)
and Bs(Λ2, S2) is naturally isomorphic to Br(Λ1, S1) × Bs(Λ2, S2) since Λ1 and Λ2 are
disjoint. It follows that Bn(Γ) cannot be hyperbolic.

Thus, we have proved that Bn(Γ, S) is hyperbolic if and only if there do not exist a
configuration S′ = S1 t S2 ∈ Cn(Γ, ∗), where S1, S2 have cardinalities r, s respectively,
and two subgraphs Λ1,Λ2 ⊂ Γ contains S1, S2 respectively, such that Br(Λ1, S1) and
Bs(Λ2, S2) are non-trivial. It follows from Lemma 4.3 below that:

• B2(Γ) is hyperbolic if and only if Γ does not contain a pair of disjoint induced
cycles;
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• B3(Γ) is hyperbolic if and only if Γ does not contain a pair of disjoint induced
cycles nor a vertex of degree at least three which is disjoint from some induced
cycle;

• for every n ≥ 4, Bn(Γ) is hyperbolic if and only if Γ does not contain a pair of
disjoint induced cycles, nor a vertex of degree at least three which is disjoint from
some induced cycles, nor two distinct vertices of degree at least three.

Suppose that Γ is a graph satisfying all the conditions of our previous point. If Γ does
not contain a vertex of degree at least three, then it must be either a cycle or a segment.
So suppose that Γ contains a vertex of degree at least three. By assumption, Γ contains
a unique such vertex. Therefore, Γ can be obtained by gluing along a single vertex some
graphs without vertices of degree at least three, i.e., segments and cycles. It follows that
Γ must be a rose graph. Consequently, Bn(Γ) is hyperbolic if and only if Γ is a rose
graph.

Now, suppose that Γ does not contain a pair of disjoint induced cycles nor a vertex of
degree at least three which is disjoint from some induced cycle. If Γ does not contain
induced cycles, then Γ is tree. If Γ contains exactly one induced cycle, then Γ must be a
sun graph since all its vertices of degree at least three have to belong to this cycle. From
now on, suppose that Γ contains at least two induced cycles; let C1 and C2 be two such
cycles. As a consequence, Γ contains at least one vertex of degree at least three (which
belongs to a path linking two cycles). If Γ contains a single such vertex, then it follows
from the previous paragraph that Γ must be a rose graph. So suppose that Γ contains
at least two vertices of degree at least three. First, assume that Γ contains exactly two
such vertices, say u and v. So Γ can be constructed from u and v by gluing segments.
Only two gluings are possible: identifying the two endpoints to u and v respectively,
or identifying a single endpoint to u or v. Indeed, identifying the two endpoints to u
(resp. v) is impossible since v (resp. u) would be disjoint from the cycle thus created.
Consequently, Γ must be a pulsar graph. Finally, assume that Γ contains at least three
vertices of degree at least three, say u, v, w. By assumption, Γ contains at least two
induced cycles, say C1 and C2; moreover, u, v, w must belong to these cycles. For every
x, y ∈ {u, v, w} and i ∈ {1, 2}, let [x, y]i denote the arc of Ci between x and y. Because
C1 6= C2, we can suppose without loss of generality that [u, v]1 6= [u, v]2. Consequently,
[u, v]1 ∪ [u, v]2 contains an induced cycle which is disjoint from w, contradicting our
assumptions. Consequently, B3(Γ) is hyperbolic if and only if Γ is a tree, or a sun
graph, or a rose graph, or a pulsar graph.

An interesting consequence of Theorem 4.1, combined with the next lemma, is that the
(cohomologic or asymptotic) dimension of a hyperbolic graph braid group is at most
three.

Lemma 4.6. Let Γ be a rose graph. For every n ≥ 2, the braid group Bn(Γ) is free.

Proof. Let o denote the center of Γ, and e1, . . . , ek its edges which are adjacent to
o. Let J denote the collection of all the hyperplanes of the universal cover Xn(Γ) of
UCn(Γ) which are labelled by one of the edges e1, . . . , ek. Because the edges labelling
two transverse hyperplanes must be disjoint, it follows that J is a collection of pair-
wise disjoint hyperplanes; as a consequence, J induces an equivariant arboreal structure
on Xn(Γ). Notice that a connected component of Xn(Γ) cut along J is naturally iso-
metric to Xn(Γ\{e1, . . . , ek}, S) for some configuration S ∈ UCn(Γ\{e1, . . . , ek}), and
its stabiliser is naturally isomorphic to Bn(Γ\{e1, . . . , ek}, S) for the same S. But the
connected components of Γ\{e1, . . . , ek} are all segments, so that we deduce that these
stabilisers must be trivial. Consequently, Bn(Γ) acts freely on the simplicial tree dual
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to the arboreal structure of Xn(Γ) induced by J , which implies that Bn(Γ) must be
free.

Remark 4.7. An argument similar to the previous one also implies [FS12, Proposi-
tion 5.5], namely: if Γ is a connected one-dimensional CW-complex which contains a
vertex belonging to all its induced cycles, then B2(Γ) is free.

Example 4.8. The braid group Bn(Km) is hyperbolic if and only if n = 1, or n = 2
and m ≤ 5, or m ≤ 3. We already know that B1(Km) ' π1(Km) is a free group of
rank (m − 1)(m − 2)/2. Notice that if m ≤ 3 then Km is either a single vertex, a
segment or a cycle, so that Bn(Km) is either trivial or infinite cyclic. Therefore, the
only interesting braid groups in our family are B2(K4) and B2(K5). As a consequence
of [Abr00, Example 5.1], B2(K5) is the fundamental group of a closed non orientable
surface of genus six.

Example 4.9. The braid group Bn(Kp,q), where we suppose that p ≤ q, is hyperbolic
if and only if n = 1, or n = 2 and p ≤ 3, or n = 3 and p ≤ 2, or n ≥ 4 and p = q = 2,
or n ≥ 4 and p = 1. In this family, the only braid group which might not be free have
the form B2(K3,n) and B3(K2,n) where n ≥ 3. We do not know whether or not these
groups are actually free. (Notice that K2,n is a pulsar graph for every n ≥ 1.) But at
least one of them is not free: as a consequence of [Abr00, Example 5.2], B2(K3,3) is the
fundamental group of a closed non orientable surface of genus four.

4.2 Acylindrical hyperbolicity

In this section, our goal is to show that essentially all the graph braid groups turn out
to be acylindrically hyperbolic. More precisely, we want to prove:

Theorem 4.10. Let Γ be a connected compact one-dimensional CW-complex and n ≥ 2
an integer. The braid group Bn(Γ) is either cyclic or acylindrically hyperbolic.

Our argument is based on the following criterion:

Proposition 4.11. Let G be the fundamental group of a compact special cube complex.
Assume that G is not cyclic. Then G is acylindrically hyperbolic if and only it contains
a non-trivial element whose centraliser is cyclic.

Proof. As a consequence of [Gen19, Corollary 6.2], combined with [Sis18], G is acylin-
drically hyperbolic if it contains a non-trivial element whose centraliser is cyclic. Con-
versely, every acylindrically hyperbolic group contains an infinite-order element whose
centraliser is virtually cyclic according to [DGO17, Corollary 6.6]. Because G is torsion-
free, we deduce that, whenever G is acylindrically hyperbolic, it must contain a non-
trivial element whose centraliser is cyclic.

Now, we need to introduce some terminology. Let X be a special cube complex and
(∆, φ) a special coloring of X. A diagram is cyclically reduced if it cannot be written as
a reduced legal word starting with a color and ending with its inverse. Any diagram D is
conjugate in D(X) to a unique cyclically reduced diagram: indeed, the analogue state-
ment known for right-angled Artin groups can be transferred to diagrams according to
Fact 2.9. This unique diagram is the cyclic reduction of D. Going back to X = UCn(Γ),
fix an (S, ∗)-diagram D ∈ D(X), where S ∈ UCn(Γ) is some initial configuration, and let
R denote its cyclic reduction. Writing R as an S′-legal word of oriented edges e1 · · · ek,
where S′ ∈ UCn(Γ) is some other initial configuration, we define the support of D, de-
noted by supp(D), as the full support of R, i.e., the subgraph e1 ∪ · · · ∪ ek ⊂ Γ; and the
set of particles of D, denoted by part(D), as S′∩ supp(D). So, if D is cyclically reduced
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Figure 7

and if it is thought of as a motion of particles in Γ, then part(D) is the set of particles
which really moves, and supp(D) is the subgraph of Γ in which they are confined. These
two sets are used in our next statement to construct elements whose centralisers are
infinite cyclic.

Proposition 4.12. Let Γ be a one-dimensional CW-complex, n ≥ 1 an integer and
S ∈ UCn(Γ) an initial configuration. A non-trivial element g ∈ Bn(Γ, S) has a cyclic
centraliser if supp(g) is connected and if part(g) has cardinality n.

Proof. Let g ∈ Bn(Γ, S) be a non-trivial element. According to Fact 2.9 and to [Ser89,
Centralizer Theorem], there exist words of oriented edges a, h1, . . . , hk and integers
m1, . . . ,mk ∈ Z\{0} such that our element g (thought of as a diagram) can be writ-
ten as an S-legal word ahm1

1 · · ·h
mk
k a−1 where h1 · · ·hk is the cyclic reduction of g and

where any oriented edge of hi is disjoint from any oriented edge of hj for every distinct
1 ≤ i, j ≤ n; moreover, the centraliser of g is the set of (S, S)-legal words of oriented
edges which can be written as ahr1

1 · · ·h
rk
k ha

−1, where r1, . . . , rk ∈ Z are integers and
where h is a word of oriented edges which are disjoint from the edges of the hi’s.

Notice that the support of g is the disjoint union of the full supports of the hi’s, hence
k = 1 since supp(g) is connected by assumption. So g = ahm1

1 a−1. Let p ∈ Bn(Γ, S) be
an element of the centraliser of g. From the previous paragraph, we know that p can be
written as a legal word ahr1

1 ha
−1 for some integer r1 ∈ Z and some word h of oriented

edges which are disjoint disjoint from those of h1. Notice that supp(p) is the disjoint
of the full supports of h and h1. But the full support of h1 coincides with the support
of g, which has cardinality n. Since a full support must have cardinality at most n, it
follows that h is trivial, i.e., p = ahr1

1 a
−1.

Thus, we have proved that, for every element p ∈ Bn(Γ, S) of the centraliser of g, its
power pm1 belongs to 〈g〉. This proves that 〈g〉 has finite index in the centraliser of g,
and a fortiori that the centraliser of g is infinite cyclic.

Proof of Theorem 4.10. If Bn(Γ) is trivial, there is nothing to prove, so we suppose that
Bn(Γ) is non-trivial. According to Lemma 4.3, Γ must contain either a cycle or a vertex
of degree at least three.

Suppose that Γ contains a cycle C. Without loss of generality, we may suppose that
our initial configuration S ∈ UCn(Γ) is included in C. Let g ∈ Bn(Γ, S) be the element
“rotating all the particles around C”. For instance, if C is as in Figure 7 (i), then g = cba.
Since g does not contain an oriented edge and its inverse, it is clearly cyclically reduced.
Moreover, its support is C and its set of particles has full cardinality. We deduce from
Proposition 4.12 that the centraliser of g is infinite cyclic.

Next, suppose that Γ contains a vertex of degree at least three. As a consequence,
Γ contains a tripod T . Up to subdividing Γ (which does not modify the braid group
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according to Proposition 3.3) and extracting subgraph of T , suppose that T is isomorphic
to [−n+1, n−1]×{0}∪{0}×[0, 1]. For convenience, let k denote the vertex (k, 0) ∈ T for
every −n+ 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1, and let p denote the vertex (0, 1). Without loss of generality,
suppose that the n vertices of our initial configuration S ∈ UCn(Γ) are −n + 1, . . . , 0.
Now, let g ∈ Bn(Γ, S) be the element corresponding to the following motion of particles:

• move the particle at 0 to p;

• for k = −1,−2, . . . ,−n+ 1, move the particle at k to n+ k;

• move the particle at p to −n+ 1;

• for k = 1, 2, . . . , n− 1, move the particle at k to −n+ k + 1.

For instance, if n = 3, T is as in Figure 7 (ii) and

g = e−1bc−1d−1abc−1eb−1a−1cb−1dc.

Notice that the first and last letters of any S-legal word of edges representing g must
be [0, p] and [0, 1] respectively. Therefore, g is cyclically reduced. It follows that the
support of g is T and that it set of particles has full cardinality. We deduce from
Proposition 4.12 that the centraliser of g is infinite cyclic.

Thus, we have proved that Bn(Γ) contains an element whose centraliser is infinite cyclic.
We conclude from Proposition 4.11 that Bn(Γ) is either cyclic or acylindrically hyper-
bolic.

Remark 4.13. We suspect that, even when Γ is not compact, an application of the
criterion [Gen16b, Theorem 4.17] implies that an element as in Proposition 4.12 induces
a contracting isometry on the universal cover Xn(Γ). This would show that, for any
connected one-dimensional CW-complex Γ and for any integer n ≥ 1, the graph braid
group Bn(Γ) is either cyclic or acylindrically hyperbolic. However, such a graph braid
group would not be finitely generated in general. Indeed, if Bn(Γ) is finitely generated
then there exists a compact subcomplex Λ ⊂ Γ such that Bn(Γ) ' Bn(Λ). As often in
geometric group theory, we are mainly interested in finitely generated groups, so we do
not pursue the generalisation mentioned above.

Theorem 4.10 stresses out the following question: when is a graph braid group cyclic?
We already know from Lemma 4.3 when it is trivial, so it remains to determine when it
is infinite cyclic. This is the goal of our next lemma.

Lemma 4.14. Let Γ be a connected one-dimensional CW-complex.

• The braid group B2(Γ) is infinite cyclic if and only if Γ is a cycle or a star with
three arms.

• For every n ≥ 3, the braid group Bn(Γ) is infinite cyclic if and only if Γ is a cycle.

Proof. We begin by proving that various graph braid groups are not infinite cyclic. Our
general criterion will follow easily from these observations.

Fact 4.15. If Γ is a bouquet of two circles, then B2(Γ) is not infinite cyclic.

Consider Γ as in Figure 8 (i). Set g = bca and h = efd. For every n,m ∈ Z\{0}, one
has gn = (bca)n 6= (efd)m = hm. This implies that B2(Γ) is not infinite cyclic.

Fact 4.16. If Γ is the wedge of a cycle and a segment, then B2(Γ) is not infinite cyclic.

Consider Γ as in Figure 8 (ii). Set g = bca and h = dbacd−1. For every n,m ∈ Z\{0},
one has gn = (bca)n 6= d(bac)md−1 = hm. This implies that B2(Γ) is not infinite cyclic.
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Figure 8

Fact 4.17. If Γ is a star with four arms, then B2(Γ) is not infinite cyclic.

Consider Γ as in Figure 8 (iii). Set g = da−1bd−1ab−1 and h = dc−1bd−1cb−1. For every
n,m ∈ Z\{0}, one has gn = (da−1bd−1ab−1)n 6= (dc−1bd−1cb−1)m = hm. This implies
that B2(Γ) is not infinite cyclic.

Fact 4.18. If Γ is a union of two segments whose middle points are linked by a third
segments, then B2(Γ) is not infinite cyclic.

Consider Γ as in Figure 8 (iv). Set g = dc−1a−1b−1cad−1b and h = f−1ad−1e−1fda−1e.
For every n,m ∈ Z\{0}, one has

gn = (dc−1a−1b−1cad−1b)n 6= (f−1ad−1e−1fda−1e)m = hm.

This implies that B2(Γ) is not infinite cyclic.

Now, let Γ be a connected one-dimensional CW-complex such that B2(Γ) is infinite
cyclic. According to Fact 4.18, Γ contains at most one vertex of degree at least three.
Therefore, Γ must be a union of n cycles and m segments glued along a single vertex
(i.e., Γ is a rose graph). Two cases may happen. First, if Γ contains a cycle (i.e., n ≥ 1)
then it follows from Facts 4.15 and 4.16 that necessarily n = 1 and m = 0, i.e., Γ is a
cycle. Secondly, if Γ does not contain any cycle (i.e., n = 0), then Γ must be a star with
m arms. But we know from Fact 4.17 that necessarily m ≤ 3. Since B2(Γ) is trivial if
m ≤ 2, we conclude that Γ must be a star with three arms. Conversely, we left as an
exercise to show that B2(Γ) is indeed infinite cyclic if Γ is a cycle or a star with three
arms.

Next, let Γ be a one-dimensional CW-complex and n ≥ 3 an integer such that Bn(Γ)
is infinite cyclic. If Γ contains a vertex of degree at least three then, up to subdividing
Γ (which does not affect the braid group Bn(Γ) according to Proposition 3.3), we can
deduce from Proposition 3.10 that Bn(Γ) contains B2(T ) where T is a star with three
arms. According to the fact below, this is impossible. Therefore, Γ must be either a
cycle or a segment. We know that Bn(Γ) is trivial if Γ is a segment, so Γ must be a
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cycle. Conversely, we leave as an exercise to show that Bn(Γ) is infinite cyclic if Γ is a
cycle.

Fact 4.19. If Γ is a star with three arms, then B3(Γ) is not infinite cyclic.

Consider Γ as in Figure 8 (v). Set the elements g = abe−1dcb−1a−1ec−1d−1 and h =
abc−1feb−1a−1ce−1f−1. For every n,m ∈ Z\{0}, one has

gn = (abe−1dcb−1a−1ec−1d−1)n 6= (abc−1feb−1a−1ce−1f−1)m = hm.

This implies that B2(Γ) is not infinite cyclic.

4.3 Relative hyperbolicity

In this section, we are interested in determining when a graph braid group turns out to
be relatively hyperbolic. We first focus on toral relatively hyperbolic groups, i.e., groups
hyperbolic relative to free abelian subgroups. Our main result in this direction is:

Theorem 4.20. Let Γ be a connected compact one-dimensional CW-complex.

• The braid group B2(Γ) is toral relatively hyperbolic if and only if Γ does not contain
three pairwise disjoint induced cycles.

• The braid group B3(Γ) is toral relatively hyperbolic if and only if Γ does not contain
an induced cycle disjoint from two other induced cycles; nor a vertex of degree at
least four disjoint from an induced cycle; nor a segment between two vertices of
degree three which is disjoint from an induced cycle; nor a vertex of degree three
which is disjoint from two induced cycles; nor two disjoint induced cycles one of
those containing a vertex of degree three.

• The braid group B4(Γ) is toral relatively hyperbolic if and only if Γ is a rose graph,
or a segment linking two vertices of degree three, or a cycle containing two vertices
of degree three, or two cycles glued along a non-trivial segment.

• For every n ≥ 5, the braid group Bn(Γ) is toral relatively hyperbolic if and only if
Γ is a rose graph. If so, Bn(Γ) is a free group.

Our argument is based on the criterion provided by [Gen17a, Theorem 5.16], namely:

Theorem 4.21 ([Gen17a]). The fundamental group of a compact special cube complex
is toral relatively hyperbolic if and only if it does not contain F2 × Z as a subgroup.

In order to apply Theorem 4.21, one needs to find subgroups isomorphic to F2×Z. As a
first step we determine when a graph braid group contains a non-abelian free subgroup.

Lemma 4.22. Let Γ be a compact one-dimensional CW-complex, n ≥ 1 an integer, and
S ∈ UCn(Γ) an initial configuration. The following conditions are equivalent:

(i) the braid group Bn(Γ, S) contains a non-abelian free subgroup;

(ii) the braid group Bn(Γ, S) is not free abelian;

(iii) there exists a connected component of Γ containing one particle of S which contains
at least two cycles; or a connected component containing two particles of S which
is not a segment, a cycle or a star with three arms; or a connected component
containing at least three particles of S which is neither a segment nor a cycle.
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Proof. The equivalence (i) ⇔ (ii) is a consequence of Tits’ alternative for right-angled
Artin groups [Bau81], combined with Proposition 3.9. If Λ1, . . . ,Λr denote the connected
components of Γ, we know from Lemma 3.5 that

Bn(Γ, S) ' Bn1(Λ1)× · · · ×Bnr (Λr),

where ni = #S ∩ Λi for every 1 ≤ i ≤ r. Therefore, the braid group Bn(Γ, S) is free
abelian if and only if all the Bni(Λi)’s are free abelian themselves, which occurs if and
only if they are cyclic according to Theorem 4.10. The equivalence (ii) ⇔ (iii) follows
from Lemmas 4.3 and 4.14.

Now, we are ready to determine when a graph braid group contains a subgroup isomor-
phic to F2 × Z. Our theorem will be a direct consequence of the following proposition
combined with Theorem 4.21.

Proposition 4.23. Let Γ be a connected compact one-dimensional CW-complex.

• The braid group B2(Γ) contains F2 × Z if and only if Γ contains an induced cycle
which is disjoint from two other induced cycles.

• The braid group B3(Γ) contains F2 × Z if and only if Γ contains an induced cycle
disjoint from two other induced cycles; or a vertex of degree at least four disjoint
from an induced cycle; or a segment between two vertices of degree three which is
disjoint from an induced cycle; or a vertex of degree three which is disjoint from
two induced cycles; or two disjoint induced cycles one of those containing a vertex
of degree three.

• The braid group B4(Γ) contains F2 × Z if and only if Γ is not a rose graph, nor a
segment linking two vertices of degree three, nor a cycle containing two vertices of
degree three, nor two cycles glued along a non-trivial segment.

• For every n ≥ 5, the braid group Bn(Γ) contains F2 × Z if and only if Γ is not a
rose graph.

Proof. Let n ≥ 2 be an integer. We claim that Bn(Γ) contains a subgroup isomorphic
to F2 ×Z if and only if Γ contains two disjoint induced subgraphs Λ1,Λ2 ⊂ Γ such that
Bn(Λ1, S ∩ Λ1) contains a non-abelian free subgroup and such that Bn(Λ2, S ∩ Λ2) is
non-trivial for some initial configuration S ∈ UCn(Γ).

Fix an initial configuration S ∈ UCn(Γ). Suppose first thatBn(Γ, S) contains a subgroup
isomorphic to F2 × Z. Let a, b ∈ Bn(Γ, S) be two S-legal words of edges generating F2,
and z ∈ Z an S-legal word of edges generating Z. Up to conjugating z (and changing the
initial configuration), we may suppose that z is cyclically reduced. As a consequence of
Proposition 3.9 and [Ser89, Centralizer Theorem], one can write z as a reduced product
hn1

1 · · ·hnr
r such that any edge of the word hi is disjoint from any edge of the word hj if

i 6= j; and a and b respectively as hp1
1 · · ·hpr

r h and hq1
1 · · ·hqr

r k such that the edges of the
words h and k are disjoint from the edges of the hi’s. As a consequence of Lemma 2.11,
for every j ≥ 1, one has

aj = (hp1
1 · · ·h

pr
r h)j = hjhjp1

1 · · ·hjpr
r ;

a fortiori, hj is an S-legal word. Because the terminus of a word may take only finitely
values, there exists two distinct integers i, j ≥ 1 such that hi and hj have the same
terminus, so that hih−j = hi−j must belong to Bn(Γ, S). A similar argument works
for k. Therefore, there exist two integers p, q ≥ 1 such that hp and kq belong to
Bn(Γ, S). Let Λ1 be the subgraph of Γ generated by the edges of the words h and
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k, and Λ2 the subgraph generated by the edges of the word z. Notice that Λ1 and
Λ2 are disjoint, and that z ∈ Bn(Λ2, S ∩ Λ2) and hp, kq ∈ Bn(Λ1, S ∩ Λ1). A fortiori,
Bn(Λ2, S ∩Λ2) is non-trivial, and Bn(Λ1, S ∩Λ1) contains a non-abelian free subgroup.
Indeed, because the powers ap and bq do not commute (since a and b generate a non-
abelian free subgroup), necessarily hp and kq cannot commute, so that 〈hp, kq〉 must be
a free group as a consequence of [Bau81] (which applies thanks to Proposition 3.9). This
is the desired conclusion.

The converse follows from Proposition 3.10 and Lemma 3.5, concluding the proof of our
claim.

Consequently, B2(Γ) contains F2 × Z if and only if there exist two disjoint (connected)
subgraphs Λ1,Λ2 ⊂ Γ such that B1(Λ1) contains a non-abelian free subgroup and B1(Λ2)
is non-trivial. The conclusion follows from Lemmas 4.3 and 4.22.

Next, B3(Γ, S) contains F2×Z if and only if if there exist two disjoint subgraphs Λ1,Λ2 ⊂
Γ such that either B1(Λ1, S∩Λ1) contains a non-abelian free subgroup and B2(Λ2, S∩Λ2)
is non-trivial, or B2(Λ1, S∩Λ1) contains a non-abelian free subgroup and B1(Λ2, S∩Λ2)
is non-trivial. According to Lemmas 4.3 and 4.22, the former situation is equivalent
to: Γ contains an induced cycle which is disjoint from two other induced cycles or it
contains a vertex of degree at least three which is disjoint from two induced cycles; and
the latter situation is equivalent to: Γ contains an induced cycle which is disjoint from
two other induced cycles or from a connected subgraph which not a segment, a cycle or
a star with three arms. The desired conclusion follows from the next observation.

Fact 4.24. A connected graph is distinct from a segment, a cycle and a star with three
arms if and only if it contains a vertex of degree at least four, or if its contains two
distinct vertices of degree three, or if it is a cycle containing a vertex of degree three.

Let Λ be a connected graph. If Λ does not contain any vertex of degree at least three,
then Λ must be either a segment or a cycle. If Λ contains at least two distinct vertices of
degree at least three, we are done, so suppose that Λ contains a unique vertex of degree
at least three. If this vertex has degree at least four, we are done, so suppose that it
has degree exactly three. Two cases may happen: either Λ is a star with three arms, or
Λ is a cycle containing a vertex of degree three.

Now, notice that B4(Γ) contains F2 × Z if Γ contains at least three vertices of degree
three or if it contains it contains two distinct vertices respectively of degrees at least
three and four. In the former case, Γ contains two disjoint subgraphs Λ1 and Λ2 such
that Λ1 is a segment between two vertices of degree three and Λ2 a star with three arms.
By fixing an initial configuration S ∈ UC4(Γ) satisfying #S ∩Λ1 ≥ 2 and #S ∩Λ2 ≥ 2,
it follows from Lemmas 4.3 and 4.22 that B4(Λ1, S ∩ Λ1) contains a non-abelian free
subgroup and that B4(Λ2, S ∩ Λ2) is non-trivial. In the latter case, Γ contains two
disjoint subgraphs Λ1 and Λ2 such that Λ1 is a star with at least three arms and Λ2 a
star with at least four arms. By fixing an initial configuration S ∈ UC4(Γ) satisfying
#S ∩Λ1 ≥ 2 and #S ∩Λ2 ≥ 2, it follows from Lemmas 4.3 and 4.22 that B4(Λ1, S ∩Λ1)
is non-trivial and that B4(Λ2, S ∩Λ2)contains a non-abelian free subgroup. This proves
our claim. From now on, suppose that Γ contains at most two vertices of degree at least
three, and that it does not contain two vertices respectively of degrees at least three and
four.

If Γ is a tree, only two cases may happen: Γ is a star (and in particular a rose graph) or
a segment between two vertices of degree three. If Γ contains a unique cycle, only three
cases may happen: Γ is reduced to a cycle, or Γ is a cycle which contains a vertex of
degree at least three, or Γ is a cycle with two vertices of degree three. Notice that, in
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the first two cases, Γ is a rose graph. From now on, we suppose that Γ contains at least
two induced cycles.

Next, notice that, if Γ contains a vertex of degree at least three which is disjoint from
a cycle containing a vertex of degree at least three, then B4(Γ) contains F2 × Z as
a subgroup. Indeed, when it is the case, Γ contains two disjoint subgraphs Λ1 and Λ2
where Λ1 is an induced cycle with a vertex of degree three and Λ2 a star with three arms.
By fixing an initial configuration S ∈ UC4(Γ) satisfying #S ∩Λ1 ≥ 2 and #S ∩Λ2 ≥ 2,
it follows from Lemmas 4.3 and 4.22 that B4(Λ1, S ∩ Λ1) contains a non-abelian free
subgroup and that B4(Λ2, S ∩ Λ2) is non-trivial. The desired conclusion follows. From
now on, we suppose that Γ does not contain any vertex of degree at least three which is
disjoint from a cycle containing a vertex of degree at least three.

As a consequence, the induced cycles of Γ must pairwise intersect: otherwise, Γ would
contain two disjoint induced cycles joined by a segment. Let C1 and C2 be two induced
cycles of Γ. According to our previous observation, C1 and C2 intersect. We distinguish
two cases. First, suppose that the intersection C1 ∩C2 is not reduced to a singel vertex.
As a consequence of our assumptions, C1 ∩ C2 must be a segment whose endpoints are
two vertices of degree three. Because Γ cannot contain any other vertex of degree at
least three, it follows that Γ = C1 ∪ C2, i.e., Γ is a union of two induced cycles glued
along a non-trivial segment. Next, suppose that C1 ∩ C2 is reduced to a single vertex.
A fortiori, Γ contains a vertex of degree at least four, so that no other vertex can have
degree at least three. It follows that Γ must be a rose graph.

Thus, we have proved that, if B4(Γ) does not contain F2 × Z, then Γ must be

• a rose graph;

• or a segment linking two vertices of degree three;

• or a cycle containing two vertices of degree three;

• or two cycles glued along a non-trivial segment.

Conversely, we claim that if Γ is one of these graphs then B4(Γ) does not contain F2×Z.
Let S ∈ UC4(Γ) be an initial configuration and Λ1,Λ2 ⊂ Γ two subgraphs such that
B4(Λ1, S∩Λ1) is non-trivial. We distinguish two cases. First, suppose that #S∩Λ1 = 1.
Because B4(Λ1, S ∩ Λ1) is non-trivial, Λ1 must contain a cycle, so that Λ2 must be
included in the complement of a cycle. By looking at our different graphs, this implies
that Λ2 must be a disjoint union of segments, so that B4(Λ2, S ∩ Λ2) has to be trivial.
Next, suppose that #S ∩ Λ1 ≥ 2. If Λ1 contains a cycle, the previous argument shows
that B4(Λ2, S ∩ Λ2) is trivial, so suppose that Λ1 does not contain any cycle. Because
B4(Λ1, S∩Λ1) is non-trivial, necessarily Λ1 must contain a vertex of degree at least three,
so that Λ2 is included in the complement of a vertex of degree at least three. By looking
at our different graphs, we deduce that Λ2 either is a disjoint union of segments, so that
B4(Λ2, S ∩ Λ2) is trivial, or is included in a star with three arms. In the latter case, Λ2
is either a disjoint union of segments, such that B4(Λ2, S ∩ Λ2) is trivial, or a disjoint
union of segments with a star having three arms, so that B4(Λ2, S ∩Λ2) cannot contain
a non-abelian free subgroup according to Lemma 4.22 since #S∩Λ2 ≤ 4−#S∩Λ1 ≤ 2.
As a consequence of the equivalence proved at the beginning of this proof, it follows
that B4(Γ) does not contain F2 × Z as a subgroup.

Finally, let n ≥ 5 be an integer. Suppose first that Γ contains at least two distinct
vertices of degree at least three. Then Γ contains two disjoint subgraphs Λ1 and Λ2
isomorphic to stars with three arms. By fixing an initial configuration S ∈ UCn(Γ)
satisfying #S ∩ Λ1 ≥ 3 and #S ∩ Λ2 ≥ 2, it follows from Lemmas 4.3 and 4.22 that
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B4(Λ1, S ∩ Λ1) contains a non-abelian free subgroup and that B4(Λ2, S ∩ Λ2) is non-
trivial. Therefore, Bn(Γ) contains F2 × Z as a subgroup. Next, if Γ contains at most
one vertex of degree at least three, then it must be a rose graph. In this case, we know
from Lemma 4.6 that Bn(Γ) is a free group so that Bn(Γ) cannot contain F2 × Z as a
subgroup.

Proof of Theorem 4.20. Our theorem follows directly from Proposition 4.23, Theorem 4.21
and Lemma 4.6.

Example 4.25. The braid group Bn(Km) is hyperbolic relative to abelian subgroups
if and only if n = 1, or n = 2 and m ≤ 7, or n = 3 and m ≤ 4, or m ≤ 3. The non
hyperbolic groups in this family are B2(K7) and B3(K6).

Example 4.26. The braid group Bn(Kp,q) is hyperbolic relative to abelian subgroups
if and only if n = 1, or n = 2 and p, q ≤ 4, or n = 3 and p, q ≤ 3, or n = 4 and p = 2
and q ≤ 3, or p, q ≤ 2. The non hyperbolic groups in this family are B2(K4,4), B3(K3,3)
and B4(K2,3).

Despite the existence of a general criterion determining whether the fundamental group
of a compact special cube complex is relatively hyperbolic [Gen17a], we were not able
to describe when a graph braid group is relatively hyperbolic. This question remains
open in full generality; see Question 5.7. Nevertheless, we are able to state and prove
directly a sufficient criterion of relative hyperbolicity. Before stating our criterion, we
need to introduce the following definition:

Definition 4.27. Let Γ be a one-dimensional CW-complex, n ≥ 1 an integer, Λ ⊂ Γ a
subgraph and w ∈ D(UCn(Γ)) a diagram. The coset w〈Λ〉 is the set of diagrams which
can be written as a concatenation w · ` where ` is a diagram represented by a legal word
of oriented edges belonging to Λ. Similarly, for every diagrams a, b ∈ D(UCn(Γ)), we
denote by a〈Λ〉b the set of diagrams which can be written as a concatenation a · ` · b
where ` is a diagram represented by a legal word of oriented edges belonging to Λ.

Our main criterion is the following:

Theorem 4.28. Let Γ be a connected compact one-dimensional CW-complex, and let
G be a collection of subgraphs of Γ satisfying the following conditions:

• every pair of disjoint simple cycles of Γ is contained in some Λ ∈ G;

• for every distinct Λ1,Λ2 ∈ G, the intersection Λ1∩Λ2 is either empty or a disjoint
union of segments;

• if γ is a reduced path between two vertices of some Λ ∈ G which is disjoint from
some cycle of Λ, then γ ⊂ Λ.

Then B2(Γ) is hyperbolic relative to subgroups which are isomorphic to w〈Λ〉w−1 for
some subgraph Λ ∈ G and some diagram w satisfying t(w) ⊂ Λ. In particular, B2(Γ) is
relatively hyperbolic if G is a collection of proper subgraphs.

Proof. Set C = {w〈Λ〉 | Λ ∈ G, t(w) ⊂ Λ}. We think of C as a collection of con-
vex subcomplexes of the CAT(0) cube complex Xn(Γ). For convenience, set L =
#V (Γ)(#V (Γ)− 1)/2 which is also the number of vertices of UC2(Γ). Recall that a flat
rectangle in Xn(Γ) is an isometric combinatorial embedding [0, p]× [0, q] ↪→ Xn(Γ); it is
K-thick for some K ≥ 0 if p, q > K.

Claim 4.29. For every distinct C1, C2 ∈ C, there exist at most L hyperplanes intersect-
ing both C1 and C2.
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Let w1〈Λ1〉, w2〈Λ2〉 ∈ C be two cosets both intersected by at least L+1 hyperplanes. As
a consequence of [Gen16a, Corollary 2.17], there exists a flat rectangle [0, p] × [0, q] ↪→
Xn(Γ) such that {0} × [0, q] ⊂ w1〈Λ1〉, {p} × [0, q] ⊂ w2〈Λ2〉 and q ≥ L+ 1. Let Λ0 be
the union of the edges of Γ labelling the hyperplanes intersecting the path {0} × [0, q].
Since the edges of w1〈Λ1〉 (resp. w2〈Λ2〉) are all labelled by edges of Λ1 (resp. Λ2), it
follows that Λ0 ⊂ Λ1 ∩ Λ2. Reading the word labelling the path {0} × [0, q], we deduce
that there exists a reduced diagram of length at least L+1 in 〈Λ0〉; a fortiori, by looking
at the prefixes to the previous word, we know that there exists an initial configuration
S ∈ UCn(Γ) (which is the terminus of (0, 0)) for which there exist at least L+ 1 distinct
(S, ∗)-diagrams in 〈Λ〉. Necessarily, at least two such diagrams, say A and B, must have
the same terminus since there are at most L possible terminus. Then AB−1 provides a
non-trivial spherical diagram in 〈Λ〉, showing that B2(Λ0, S) is non-trivial, and finally
that Λ0 is not a union of segments. This implies that Λ1 and Λ2 must be equal; for
convenience, let Λ denote this common subgraph of Γ.

Let m = m1 · · ·mp denote the word labelling the path [0, p] × {0}. We claim that
m1∪· · ·∪mp defines a path in Γ; in other words, thought of as a motion of two particles
starting from the initial configuration S which is the terminus of (0, 0), m fixes a particle.
Indeed, if e denotes the edge of Γ labelling {0}×[0, 1] (which exists since q ≥ 1), then the
mi’s are disjoint from e since the hyperplane dual to e is transverse to any hyperplane
intersecting [0, p] × {0}, so that m must fixes the starting point of e. This proves that
m is a path, and even a reduced path since [0, p]× {0} is a geodesic in Xn(Γ). In fact,
our argument implies the following more general statement:

Fact 4.30. Let [0, p]× [0, q] ↪→ X2(Γ) be a flat rectangle. For every 0 ≤ k ≤ q, the word
of edges of Γ labelling the path [0, p] × {k} defines a regular path in Γ when thought of
as a sequence of edges of Γ.

As a consequence, if p ≥ 1, then the word of edges of Λ0 labelling {0} × [0, q] defines a
reduced path in Γ. But this path has length q ≥ L+ 1 in a subgraph Λ0 containing at
most L vertices. Consequently, Λ0 must contain an induced cycle.

Let w1`1 and w2`2 denote the vertices (0, 0) and (p, 0) respectively, where `1 ∈ 〈Λ1〉 and
`2 ∈ 〈Λ2〉. Notice that the starting point of m belongs to the terminus of w1`1, which is
included in Λ; and that the ending point of m belongs to the terminus of w1`1p = w2`2,
which is included in Λ. Therefore, m is a reduced path in Γ between two vertices of Λ,
which is disjoint from Λ0 since any hyperplane intersecting [0, p] × {0} is transverse to
any hyperplane intersecting {0} × [0, q].

Two cases may happen, either p ≥ 1, so that Λ0 ⊂ Λ contains an induced cycle disjoint
from p; or p = 0, so that w1〈Λ〉 and w2〈Λ〉 intersect. In the former case, it follows
from our assumptions that m1, . . . ,mp ∈ Λ, so that [0, p] × [0, q] ⊂ w1〈Λ〉. A fortiori,
w1〈Λ〉 and w2〈Λ〉 must intersect as well. Since two distinct cosets associated to the same
subgraph of Γ must be disjoint, we deduce that w1〈Λ〉 = w2〈Λ〉, concluding the proof of
our claim.

Claim 4.31. Every 2L-thick flat rectangle of X2(Γ) is contained in the 2L-neighborhood
of some element of C.

Let [0, p] × [0, q] ↪→ X2(Γ) be an 2L-thick flat rectangle. Let 0 ≤ a < b ≤ L + 1 and
p − L − 1 ≤ c < d ≤ p be four integers such that (a, 0) and (b, 0) (resp. (c, 0) and
(d, 0)) have the same terminus, and such that two distinct vertices of (a, b)× {0} (resp.
(c, d) × {0}) do not have the same terminus. Similarly, let 0 ≤ e < f ≤ L + 1 and
q − L − 1 ≤ g < h ≤ q be four integers such that (0, e) and (0, f) (resp. (0, g) and
(0, h)) have the same terminus, and such that two distinct vertices of {0}× (e, f) (resp.
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{0}× (g, h)) do not have the same terminus. In order to deduce our claim, it is sufficient
to show that there exists some C ∈ C containing [a, d]× [e, h].

Let y be the word of edges of Γ labelling the path [a, d]× {e}. According to Fact 4.30,
thought of as a sequence of edges of Γ, y defines a reduced path in Γ; let α denote
this path. Notice that, for every 1 ≤ x < y ≤ p, the vertices (x, e) and (y, e) have the
same terminus if and only if (x, 0) and (y, 0) have the same terminus themselves since
(x, e) = (x, 0) ·E and (y, e) = (y, 0) ·E where E denotes the diagram labelling the path
{0}×[0, e] (which also labels {x}×[0, e] and {y}×[0, e]). A fortiori, (a, e) and (b, e) (resp.
(c, e) and (d, e)) have the same terminus, and two distinct vertices of (a, b)× {e} (resp.
(c, d)×{e}) do not have the same terminus. Therefore the subpaths of α corresponding
to [a, b] × {e} and [c, d] × {e} are simple cycles of Γ. In other words, if Λ(y) ⊂ Γ)
denotes the union of the edges of α, then Λ(y) decomposes as two simple cycles linked
by a reduced path. Similarly, if z denotes the word of edges of Γ labelling the path
{a} × [e, h], then, thought of as a sequence of edges of Γ, it defines a reduced path β in
Γ such that, if Λ(z) denotes the union of the edges of β, then Λ(z) ⊂ Γ decomposes as
two simple cycles linked by a reduced path. Notice that [a, d]× [e, h] ⊂ w〈Λ(y)∪Λ(z)〉,
where w = (a, e); and that Λ(y)∩Λ(z) = ∅, since any hyperplane intersecting [a, d]×{e}
must be transverse to any hyperplane intersecting {a} × [e, h].

Let convenience, let A,B (resp. C,D) denote our two simple cycles in Λ(y) (resp. in
Λ(z)). By assumption, there exist some Λ1,Λ2,Λ3 such that A ∪ C ⊂ Λ1, A ∪D ⊂ Λ2
and B ∪D ⊂ Λ3. By noticing that the intersections Λ1 ∩Λ2 and Λ2 ∩Λ3 are not unions
of segments (since they contain cycles), it follows that Λ1 = Λ2 = Λ2; let Λ denote this
common subgraph. So Λ belongs to G and contains A ∪ B ∪ C ∪ D. Moreover, the
reduced path between A and B in Λ(y) links two vertices of Λ and is disjoint from D
and C (which are included in Λ(z)), so this path must be included in Λ. Similarly, the
path between C and D in Λ(y) must be included in Λ. A fortiori, Λ(y) and Λ(z) are
both contained in Λ. Consequently,

[a, d]× [e, h] ⊂ w〈Λ(y) ∪ Λ(z)〉 ⊂ w〈Λ〉 ∈ C,

which concludes the proof of our claim.

Claim 4.32. An edge of X2(Γ) belongs to only finitely many subcomplexes of C.

If w1〈Λ1〉, w2〈Λ2〉 ∈ C are distinct and both contain a given edge of X2(Γ), necessarily
Λ1 6= Λ2. Therefore, at most #G ≤ 2#V (Γ) subcomplexes of C contain a given edge of
X2(Γ), proving our claim.

Now, we are ready to conclude the proof of our theorem. Let Y denote the cone-off of
X2(Γ) over C. More precisely, Y is the graph obtained from the one-skeleton of X2(Γ)
by adding a vertex for each C ∈ C and by adding an edge between this vertex and
any vertex of C. According to [Gen16a, Theorem 4.1], it follows from Claim 4.31 that
Y is hyperbolic; and according to [Gen16a, Theorem 5.7], it follows from Claims 4.29
and 4.32 that Y is fine. In only remaining point to show in order to deduce that B2(Γ)
is hyperbolic relative to

{w〈Λ〉w−1 | Λ ∈ G, t(w) ⊂ Λ}

is that Y contains finitely many orbits of edges. In fact, it is sufficient to prove that,
for every Λ ∈ G and every diagram w, the subgroup w〈Λ〉w−1 acts cocompactly on
w〈Λ〉. For that purpose, just notice that if w`1, w`2 ∈ w〈Λ〉 have the same terminus
then w`1`−1

2 w−1 is an element of w〈Λ〉w−1 sending w`2 to w`1.

Example 4.33. Let Γ be a union of two bouquets of circles (each containing at least
one circle) whose centers are linked by a segment (which is not reduced to a single
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vertex). Notice that Γ contains a pair of disjoint induced cycles, so that B2(Γ) is not
hyperbolic according to Theorem 4.1. Nevertheless, if Λ ⊂ Γ denotes the union of the
two bouquets of circles of Γ, then Theorem 4.28 applies to G = {Λ}, so that B2(Γ) is
(non-trivially) hyperbolic relative to subgroups which are isomorphic to B2(Λ, S) for
some configuration S ∈ UC2(Λ). Notice that B2(Λ2, S) is isomorphic to the product of
free groups Fr × Fs if S contains a particle in each connected component of Λ, where r
and s denotes the number of circles contained in each bouquets; and B2(Λ, S) is free if
S is contained in a single connected component of Λ (as a consequence of Remark 4.7).
Consequently, the braid group B2(Γ) is hyperbolic relative to a finite collection of groups
isomorphic to Fr × Fs.

Example 4.34. Let Γ = Kopp
2 ∗ C4 be the graph obtained from a square by adding

two new vertices and by linking them by an edge to any vertex of the square. Let
G denote the collection of pairs of disjoint triangles of Γ. Then Theorem 4.28 applies,
showing that B2(Γ) is hyperbolic relative to subgroups which are isomorphic to B2(Λ, S)
for some UC2(Λ), where Λ is a disjoint union of two triangles. Notice that either S is
contained in a single triangle of Λ, so that B2(Λ, S) ' Z; or S intersects the two
connected components of Λ, so that B2(Λ, S) ' Z2. Consequently, the braid group
B2(Γ) is hyperbolic relative to free abelian subgroups of rank two.

Example 4.35. Consider the complete graph on six vertices K6. Let G denote the
collection of pairs of disjoint triangles of K6. Then Theorem 4.28 applies, showing, as in
the previous examples, that the braid group B2(K6) is hyperbolic relative to free abelian
subgroups of rank two.

It is worth noticing that Theorem 4.28 does not apply to B2(Kn) for n ≥ 7. We do not
know whether or not these groups are relatively hyperbolic.

Example 4.36. Consider the bipartite complete graphK4,4. Let G denote the collection
of pairs of disjoint squares of K4,4. Then Theorem 4.28 applies, showing that the braid
group B2(K4,4) is hyperbolic relative to free abelian subgroups of rank two.

It is worth noticing that Theorem 4.28 does not apply to B2(Km,n) for m ≥ 5 or n ≥ 5.
We do not know whether or not these groups are relatively hyperbolic.

5 Open questions
We conclude this paper by setting several open questions. The first one is naturally
inspired by Proposition 3.10.

Question 5.1. Let Γ be a connected one-dimensional CW-complex and n ≥ 2 an
integer. Is it true that Bm(Γ) embeds into Bn(Γ) for every m ≤ n?

Theorem 4.1 determines which graph braid groups are hyperbolic. Conversely, an inter-
esting question is:

Problem 5.2. Which hyperbolic groups arise as graph braid groups?

We know from Theorem 4.1 that, when n ≥ 4, there are only free groups. When n = 3,
it remains only two cases to study:

Question 5.3. Are the graph braid groups of sun graphs and pulsar graphs free? one-
ended? surface groups? 3-manifold groups?

For n = 2, the situation is less clear. Notice that not all graph braid groups on two
particles are free since we gave one-ended hyperbolic graph braid groups in Examples 4.8
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Figure 9: If Γ is one of these graphs, is B2(Γ) free?

and 4.9. Figure 9 gives examples of graphs which do not satisfy the criterion given in
Remark 4.7; we do not know whether or not the corresponding braid groups are free.
Nevertheless, many hyperbolic graph braid groups turn out to be free, stressing out the
following question:

Question 5.4. When is a graph braid group free?

It is worth noticing that, if Γ is a connected non-planar graph, then the braid group
B2(Γ) is not free, since we know from [KKP12] that its abelianisation contains finite-
order elements. Consequently, we know that there exist many graphs leading to non-free
hyperbolic braid groups. A possibly easier question, but interesting as well, is:

Question 5.5. When is a graph braid group one-ended?

As a consequence of Stallings’ theorem, an answer to this question would provide a
characterisation of graph braid groups splitting as free products.

It is worth noticing that, in the third point of Theorem 4.20, there are only finitely many
graphs Γ whose braid groups on four particles could not be free. Therefore, it would
interesting to determine these groups.

Question 5.6. What is the braid group B4(Γ) if Γ is a segment linking two vertices
of degree three, or a cycle containing two vertices of degree three, or two cycles glued
along a non-trivial segment? Are these groups free products?

Finally, as mentioned in the previous section, we were not able to determine precisely
when a graph braid group is relatively hyperbolic. So the question remains open in full
generality.

Question 5.7. When is a graph braid group (on two particles) relatively hyperbolic?

For instance, a natural question to ask is: does the converse of Theorem 4.28 hold?
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